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Dear Members of Congress:
I write regarding companion bills introduced in the Senate and House--Preventing Real
Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of Intellectual Property Act of 2011 (S.968) (or
PROTECT IP) and the Stop Online Privacy Act (H.R.3261) (or SOPA). PROTECT IP is before the
full Senate and SOPA is currently under the consideration of the House’s Committee on the
Judiciary.
I write specifically to highlight First Amendment problems concerning the bills’ copyright
provisions. These problems would render the core provisions of the bills, if passed, unconstitutional.
While the bills pursue at least one important goal—targeting infringement by particular “rogue”
foreign sites—as drafted, the bills burden considerable protected speech beyond copyright
infringement. As a result of burdening speech far beyond copyright infringement, the bills’
provisions would not receive the more relaxed First Amendment scrutiny generally available for runof-the-mill copyright statutes. Rather, standard First Amendment scrutiny would apply, and the core
provisions of PROTECT IP and SOPA clearly fail to withstand that scrutiny.
To my knowledge, nobody has provided Congress necessary guidance on this key point—the
First Amendment exceptions that generally apply to copyright statutes simply would not apply to
these bills, as drafted.
These bills have already sparked some controversy for their effect on free speech. Harvard
law professor Laurence Tribe, perhaps the nation’s leading constitutional scholar, published a
compelling opinion piece in Politico explaining why SOPA violates the First Amendment’s standard
principles.1 Over 90 professors raised First Amendment objections to PROTECT IP2 and to SOPA.3
On the other side, Floyd Abrams, partner at Cahill, Gordon & Reindel LLP, has written the relevant
Committees to opine that the two bills, as drafted, do not violate the First Amendment.4 This
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fundamental question of freedom of speech has also struck a nerve in the court of public opinion.
Both bills have prompted opposition by civil liberties organizations on the right and left,5 and from
those who provide or use platforms for user speech, such as Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, members of
Consumer Electronics Association, and others.6 SOPA even inspired leading civil liberties
organizations and technology companies to declare an American Censorship Day.7
In the attached memorandum, I explain that the core provisions of PROTECT IP and SOPA
would be subject to standard First Amendment scrutiny and would fail to meet it. Stated simply, if
the bills would burden considerable protected speech that does not infringe copyrights, then standard
scrutiny applies. These bills would in fact burden such protected, non-infringing speech. Therefore,
standard scrutiny applies. These bills would fail standard First Amendment scrutiny. This legal
conclusion derives from a basic non-legal fact: these bills would in practice restrict individuals’
power to speak freely and democratically online.
The attached memorandum provides the legal evidence for this opinion. Generally, run-ofthe-mill copyright statutes are not subject to heightened constitutional standards. This is because
some categories of speech, such as defamation or obscenity or copyright infringement, have
traditionally received far less protection under the First Amendment than other speech. PROTECT IP
and SOPA, however, would trigger standard First Amendment scrutiny, which is a far more
demanding standard, because the bills punish non-infringing, protected speech far beyond copyrightinfringing speech. The courts have introduced several doctrines and tests designed to limit the
government’s power to suppress protected speech. As a result, multiple tests point in the same
direction—towards standard, not copyright-specific, judicial scrutiny. These bills’ provisions would
have to meet, but ultimately would fail, standard scrutiny (1) under the Supreme Court’s overbreadth
jurisprudence that forbids Congress from suppressing substantial protected speech in attempting to
restrict unprotected speech; (2) under its vagueness jurisprudence that requires heightened clarity in
defining the categories of proscribed speech, to provider speakers notice and preclude discriminatory
enforcement; (3) under its 2003 decision Eldred v. Ashcroft requiring heightened scrutiny for
copyright statutes that alter the “traditional contours of copyright protection”; (4) under the line of
cases most recently adjudicated including United States v. Stevens, decided in 2010, and Brown v.
Entertainment Merchants Association, decided in 2011 that forbid Congress from creating new
categories of proscribable speech beyond traditional categories such as obscenity, libel, or infringing
speech; and (5) under the line of cases holding that standard prior restraint analysis applies to
traditionally protected content such as the non-infringing speech that would be restricted by these
bills.8 Certain of the bills’ provisions also directly burden specific categories of protected speech,
including truthful search results (which receive constitutional protection as “opinions”), domain
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name service (or DNS, which may receive protection as speech), and truthful commercial
advertisements (which have long received constitutional protection under the Court’s Central
Hudson commercial speech test).9 Regulation of these categories of speech, none of which consist in
copyright infringement, would not receive copyright-specific but standard First Amendment scrutiny.
Floyd Abrams’ assessments concede this established framework. He notes that government
restrictions must “avoid unnecessarily burdening protected speech,” that courts “closely scrutinize
statutes that may hinder protected speech, and give special attention to rules that could sweep too
broadly.”10 He also agrees that Congress must consider these bills’ “potential overbreadth,” both in
their text and application.11 Where Mr. Abrams and I disagree is in the application of these
principles. The bills would in fact impose significant burdens on protected speech by non-infringing
domestic and foreign websites, search engines, and advertisers.
I provide these thoughts to Congress as a recognized expert in the constitutional law of
freedom of speech, particularly as it applies its to Internet and media technologies.12 I am now an
Affiliate Scholar at Stanford Law School’s Center for Internet & Society and have previously taught
law at Nebraska, Georgetown, and Yale. I currently represent and advise advocacy groups and
technology companies, including Google and other companies that oppose PROTECT IP and SOPA.
Because these bills raise such important questions regarding the future of free speech and
copyright enforcement on the Internet, the attached memorandum provides detailed analysis of
specific provisions for you and your staff to evaluate the bills’ constitutionality. The bills, as drafted,
fail to meet the established principles of our nation’s First Amendment jurisprudence. Congress
should abandon the proposed legislation or modify these two bills to meet constitutional standards.
I am humbly at your service to discuss any of these issues with you or your staff.
Sincerely,

Marvin Ammori
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Memorandum to Congress
PROPTECT IP, SOPA, and Standard First Amendment Analysis
The core provisions of PROTECT IP and SOPA would be struck down as unconstitutional
under the rules of standard First Amendment scrutiny.
This memorandum explains why such standard scrutiny would apply, and why the bills
would fail such scrutiny, in four parts. First, it sets out the relevant Supreme Court jurisprudence that
would apply to these bills, should these bills burden protected, non-infringing content. With nonspecialists in mind, the first part explains the basic First Amendment doctrines of overbreadth and
vagueness, the holdings of Eldred and Stevens, principles of prior restraints, and the speech doctrine
applying to search, DNS, and commercial speech. Second, the memorandum examines the bills
before Congress to determine whether they do in fact burden such protected speech. This part sets out
the provisions in the bill that do so and explains how they would burden particular examples of
protected speech. They appear to suppress anti-censorship technologies supported by the U.S. State
Department, and to burden legitimate services for user speech, from Twitter to YouTube, as well as
non-infringing speech by the users of such platforms, by online advertisers, and by search engines.
As a result, standard First Amendment scrutiny applies. Third, the memorandum applies that
scrutiny, and demonstrates that the bills would fail to pass it. Fourth, based on this analysis, I
provide brief guidance on how to modify the bills so that they may more likely conform to
established First Amendment principles.
I.

Standard First Amendment Scrutiny Applies to Laws Restricting Non-CopyrightInfringing Speech

When a law burdens protected speech, standard First Amendment principles apply. The
Constitution’s First Amendment demands Congress make “no law... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press.”13 That Amendment has produced a complex judicial doctrine of categories,
standards of scrutiny, and exceptions.14 Under this doctrine, not all speech is equal. At one end,
political speech is the most highly protected; at the other, some categories receive minimal to no
protection, including obscenity, fighting words, sexual harassment, anticompetitive collusion, fraud,
true threats,15 and (to some extent) copyright.16
Outside of categories receiving minimal protection, courts generally apply a standard twotrack analysis to laws burdening speech. Laws that target speech on the basis of content must meet
“strict scrutiny,” a stringent test requiring both a “compelling” governmental interest and a means
“narrowly tailored” to that interest. Generally, to be narrowly tailored for strict scrutiny, a law should
set forth the means “least restrictive” on protected speech.17 Laws that do not target speech on the
basis of content must meet a lower standard, called “intermediate scrutiny,” which requires both an
“important” governmental interest and a means “narrowly tailored” to that interest. Narrow tailoring
under intermediate scrutiny does not require a least restrictive means, but it does require Congress to
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choose a means whose scope is in proportion to the interest served.18 Laws not subject to these two
heightened scrutiny levels must merely meet a “rational basis” standard that permits the federal
government wide discretion to regulate under the powers enumerated in the Constitution.
Some may erroneously believe that PROTECT IP and SOPA would avoid these scrutiny
standards because special constitutional principles apply to copyright infringement.19 Copyright
statutes generally do not face the heightened analysis of strict or intermediate scrutiny; they appear
generally to receive mere rational basis.20 While copyright statutes burden individuals’ right to
“speak” in the form of speech displaying or reproducing another’s copyrighted materials without
authorization, this burden does not prompt heightened scrutiny for several reasons. First, the
Constitution grants Congress the power to promote the progress of the arts by “securing for limited
Times to Authors … the exclusive Right to their respective Writings.”21 Authors’ “Writings,”
defined broadly, therefore, may be subject to exclusive rights. Second, these exclusive rights include
traditional, generally judicially created, exemptions to mediate the conflict between copyright and
free speech. These exemptions include the judicially created idea/expression dichotomy (dictating
that no copyright obtains in abstract ideas) and the exemption for fair use (including criticism,
comment, and parody).22 Third, traditionally, the liability for indirect infringement (also called
“secondary liability”) has generally required deep involvement in the infringement, and so does not
generally burden large amounts of protected speech. There are two judicially recognized forms of
indirect liability. Contributory liability requires both “knowledge” of the specific infringing activity
and a “material” contribution to, or inducement or causing of, that “infringing conduct of another.”23
The Supreme Court has clarified that a company can meet the inducement prong by distributing “a
device with the object of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as shown by clear expression or
other affirmative steps taken to foster infringement,” beyond “mere knowledge of infringing potential
or [even] of actual infringing uses.”24 Vicarious liability would require both “profiting from direct
infringement” and “declining to exercise a right [and ability] to stop or limit it.”25 Neither judicial
test extends liability to merely enabling, facilitating, or not monitoring for copyright infringement.26
Fourth, related to the limitations for indirect liability, the punishment for copyright infringement
generally applies to infringers, rather than to advertising partners, payment processors, or service
18
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providers of the copyright infringer. Because of these factors, and at least partly dependent on them,
copyright statutes generally need not face heightened scrutiny.
As these factors make clear, however, Congress can figuratively “color outside the lines” and
pass copyright-related laws that would in fact be subject to standard scrutiny. Specifically, if
Congress passes laws burdening speech beyond copyright-infringement, then logic dictates that
copyright-specific scrutiny does not apply. While this principle is logical, if not tautological, it is also
embodied in several official doctrines.
First, under the First Amendment’s overbreadth doctrine, originally invoked in 1940, courts
strike down laws that are constitutional regarding only some of the speech that they target (perhaps
obscenity or copyright infringement), but that are unconstitutional regarding a “substantial number of
its applications.”27 Overbroad laws therefore chill protected speech by their very terms, so overbroad
laws cannot apply even to speech that Congress could have otherwise proscribed.28 As I explain
below, the provisions of PROTECT IP and SOPA would have a substantial number of
unconstitutional applications, applying to truthful, non-infringing speech on social networks, other
websites, search engines, and in advertising. By burdening speech beyond copyright infringement,
the bills implicate the overbreadth doctrine and would be unconstitutional for this reason alone.
Second, under the Supreme Court’s vagueness jurisprudence, laws that proscribe speech must
not be overly vague. According to the Supreme Court, a statute is “void, on its face” if it is “so vague
and indefinite, in form and as interpreted, as to permit within the scope of its language the
punishment of incidents fairly within the protection of the guarantee of free speech.”29 Vagueness
applies where a statute incorporates “wholly subjective judgments without statutory definitions,
narrowing context, or settled legal meanings.”30 Language is vague particularly when words of
degree are used in a “context” lacking a “settled usage or tradition of interpretation in law.”31 The
Court is particularly concerned with the vagueness of content-based laws.32 Vagueness is a distinct
ground for invalidation, in addition to overbreadth.33 A vague statute is problematic because it
provides government so much discretion in enforcement that it injects an “impermissible risk of
discriminatory enforcement, for history shows that speech is suppressed when either the speaker or
the message is critical of those who enforce the law.”34 Vague laws also fail to provide “fair notice to
those to whom [it] is directed.”35 Laws that define and punish speech beyond copyright infringement
may be void for such vagueness. As discussed below, PROTECT IP and SOPA are
unconstitutionally vague in their core terms, apparently (though in a vague manner) burdening
considerable protected speech.
27
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Third, in Eldred v. Ashcroft,36 the Supreme Court noted that, while heightened First
Amendment scrutiny does not generally apply to copyright statutes, heightened scrutiny would apply
when Congress has in fact “altered the traditional contours of copyright protection.”37 The Court
specifically mentioned two traditional contours—the idea/expression dichotomy and fair use. There
are others. The traditional rules of indirect copyright infringement should be included as key features
of copyright’s traditional contours. When Congress does alter copyright’s traditional contours, either
strict or intermediate scrutiny may apply, although the Supreme Court has not yet decided this
point.38 As explained below, PROTECT IP and SOPA alter copyright’s traditional contours and
would fail either strict or intermediate scrutiny.
These bills would fail either scrutiny standard because their mechanisms are not nearly
narrowly tailored to the government’s important interests, and would have the predictable effect of
burdening far more protected speech than necessary. The bills have broad definitions suppressing
considerable protected speech. Further, the bills include mechanisms that predictably encourage
over-blocking even beyond those broad definitions. Even if these bills, on their face, only targeted
speech that can be entirely banned, they would still burden speech under the First Amendment if “the
majority of distributors [faced with alternatives for compliance] reasonably choose an alternative that
has the effect of burdening protected speech.”39 The immunity provisions and punishments for
intermediaries would encourage rational actors to choose more restrictive rather than less restrictive
alternatives in suppressing speech.40
Fourth, under the line of cases including United States v. Stevens,41 Brown v. Entertainment
Merchants Association,42 and Reno v. ACLU,43 Congress cannot create a novel category of speech for
punishment, and any laws attempting to do so must meet standard First Amendment scrutiny. In
those cases, Congress had viewed the traditional list of categories of speech that receive limited
scrutiny—such as “defamation, fraud, incitement, and speech integral to criminal conduct”44—and
attempted to add a novel category merely by borrowing some language from, and invoking, the
existing categories. Stevens, a recent 8-1 decision, struck down an attempt to target never-beforeregulated speech—commercial production, sale, or possession of depictions of cruelty to animals.45
Since the law succeeded in outlawing considerable previously-protected speech, the Court rejected
the argument that Congress could create this category if it modeled the category on obscenity. The
next term, the Court in Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association46 followed the precedent of
Stevens to strike down a state law banning violent video games. It did so because violent speech is
36
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not a traditional category subject to exceptional First Amendment protection. In Brown, a state
government had modeled its definition of violent speech on the Court’s existing definition of
unprotected obscenity, but the Court held again that “new categories of unprotected speech may not
be added to the list by a legislature that concludes certain speech is too harmful to be tolerated.”47
Finally, in Reno v. ACLU,48 the celebrated 1997 Supreme Court decision, the Court struck down a
bill that burdened a category of speech whose definition also borrowed some, and not all, elements of
an existing, exceptional, category.49 The Court held that borrowing two of three features of an
exceptional category is not enough; standard First Amendment scrutiny would apply to this novel
category of speech. As I explain below, in PROTECT IP and SOPA, Congress would be targeting a
new category of speech, far beyond copyright infringement, even if some of the language in the bills
echoes language in existing Supreme Court definitions and tests involving copyright or other areas of
law.
Fifth, standard prior restraint analysis applies to traditionally protected content. “Prior
restraints” entail restraining the publication of speech or removing speech from circulation.50
Generally, doctrine prefers monetary damages after the fact, rather than enjoining speech.51 As a
result, prior restraints are heavily disfavored and, according to the Supreme Court, “[a]ny system of
prior restraints of expression comes to this Court bearing a heavy presumption against its
constitutional validity.”52 This presumption is weighty: “Under the First Amendment, more
procedures are necessary before speech can be suppressed than are required before an individual can
be arrested.”53 The Seventh Circuit has explained: “the distinction reflects this country’s great
concern with the chilling effect on protected speech brought on by a government seizure.”54
By contrast, injunctive relief is often appropriate for copyright infringement when, in the
Supreme Court’s words, the “infringements are simple piracy,”55 involving clearly unauthorized
wholesale copying that meet the tests for direct or indirect infringement. But injunctions are
inappropriate in several situations, including some involving actual infringement that adds creative
material and when there is a potential fair use defense. Noting “special circumstances” forbidding a
court from imposing an injunction for infringement, the Court has relied on a decision where a film
infringed derivative rights in a short story but the film included considerable non-infringing matter.56
Similarly, when a parodist adds new material, the Supreme Court has cautioned that injunctive relief
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is often not appropriate even when the parodist does engage in actual infringement.57 Beyond actual
infringement, however, courts have held that prior restraints are subject to standard First Amendment
principles when applied to non-infringing content, such as speech that does meet the fair use standard
or otherwise does not violate copyright.58
Beyond these five exceptions for copyright, standard First Amendment scrutiny applies to the
regulation of truthful, non-infringing speech by search engines delivering search results, to DNS
provision, and to advertising. Copyright-specific scrutiny does not apply in these circumstances for
the logical reason that these categories of speech do not actually infringe a copyright.
First, First Amendment protection applies to search results. According to court decisions,
search results are “opinion,” rather than fact, warranting even more constitutional solicitude.59 Not
only is the choice of links protected as speech, so is linking.60 Merely linking to infringing material,
without more, generally does not constitute direct or secondary infringement. In the words of a
federal district court, “[a]nything that would impose strict liability on a Web site operator for the
entire contents of any Web site to which the operator linked therefore would raise grave
constitutional concerns,” partly because “possible chilling effect of a rule permitting liability for or
injunctions against Internet hyperlinks is a genuine concern.”61 Linking is not direct infringement
because no “copy” is made,62 and could only be indirect infringement if other factors demonstrate
contributory or vicarious liability. Further, under the four-part affirmative defense of fair use, a
search engine’s linking likely consists in a transformative use—as does even displaying a copy of
copyrighted content.63
Second, standard free-speech principles, not copyright-specific principles, apply to
connecting domain names to IP addresses through DNS. DNS provision generally does not consist in
direct or indirect infringement. It is akin to linking or rudimentary search—matching user’s query (a
URL) to a relevant site (an IP address). Burdening DNS restricts speech, as China and other
repressive nations are well aware. Our courts have recognized that, “[a]lthough domain names do
have a functional purpose,” they may be “sufficiently imbued with the elements of communication”
57
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depending “on the domain name in question, the intentions of the registrant, the contents of the
website, and the technical protocols that govern the DNS.”64 Courts have held that use of certain
domains amounts to speech.65
Third, regulations of truthful advertising are subject to an intermediate scrutiny far more
stringent than the scrutiny applicable to copyright-infringing speech.66 The regulation of advertising
receives an intermediate scrutiny specific to “commercial speech,” as set out in the 1980 Supreme
Court decision, Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission.67 As a
threshold matter, commercial speech must not concern “unlawful activity” and/or be “misleading.”
Of course, PROTECT IP and SOPA affect advertising that will overwhelmingly concern legal
services and products. Even the advertising of cigarettes,68 alcohol,69 combination-medicines,70 and
gambling71 receive intermediate scrutiny under Central Hudson. As a result, under Central Hudson,
(1) “the asserted governmental interest” must be “substantial,” (2) the regulation must “directly
advance [] the governmental interest asserted,” and (3) the regulation must not be “more extensive
than is necessary to serve that interest.”72 As discussed below, the provisions of PROTECT IP and
SOPA regulating such non-infringing, truthful commercial speech would fail such scrutiny.
In sum, when one of these five exceptions to copyright-specific scrutiny applies, or when the
targeted speech is not even subject to copyright law at all, courts must apply standard First
Amendment principles. That is, courts would apply standard scrutiny tests—strict or intermediate—
rather than a more lax copyright-specific standard. Each of the exceptions and each of the noncopyright tests is triggered in some fashion by restrictions applying to content that does not infringe
copyright or (for injunctions) also for content that infringes copyright but had a reasonable argument
for non-infringement or transformed the infringed work. The next part explains that the pending bills
will target enormous amounts of non-copyright-infringing speech.
II.

The Bills Target Speech Far Beyond Traditional Copyright-Infringing Speech

Understanding these five doctrines, we can turn to PROTECT IP and SOPA to determine
whether and how they restrict speech that does not consist of copyright infringement. The bills do so
for websites (foreign and domestic), for non-infringing users of such websites, and for intermediaries
dealing with such websites, including search engines and advertisers. Without comprehensively
analyzing all parts of the bills, I highlight the key operative language that extends speech restrictions
far beyond copyright-infringement.
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A. The Bills Target Websites For Speech that Consists in Neither Direct or Indirect
Copyright Infringement
The bills define and restrict targeted content far beyond any relevant court’s definition of
direct or indirect infringement. Both PROTECT IP and SOPA target speech that merely enables or
facilitates infringement. They also target the speech of sites that, even if not engaged in actual
indirect infringement, have a limited purpose (or no significant purpose) other than infringement.
SOPA also targets speech where, even if not engaged in indirect infringement, the site has avoided
confirming a high probability of infringement. These categories of speech are subject to penalties that
include technical inaccessibility (through the domain name system), search inaccessibility, and lack
of financial services and advertising revenue.73 While some of these defined categories echo
definitions used in court decisions or previous legislation, they borrow the definitions incompletely
and out of context (as discussed below, regarding vagueness)74. As a result, these categories include
considerable protected, non-infringing speech; the bills also encourage overblocking beyond these
categories in enforcement by third parties.
1. Non-Infringing Speech Facilitating or Enabling Infringement
The restricted speech goes far beyond copyright-infringement to include speech facilitating
or enabling infringement. While the language is highly vague (a problem in its own right), targeting
websites that merely enable or facilitate infringement would burden even legitimate sites such as
Hotmail, Twitter, and YouTube, which clearly facilitate even criminal infringement for some.
Indeed, the Department of Justice’s interpretation of the word “facilitate” includes mere linking and
would easily sweep up much social media.75 Targeting sites that merely “facilitate” infringement
(even criminal infringement) has prompted pro-democracy and pro-journalism groups such as
Human Rights Watch, Freedom House, and Reporters Without Borders to file a brief with the Second
Circuit explaining the threat to social media-- an “instrument of human rights advocacy” and
“government accountability” facing censorship threats elsewhere in the world.76 In the words of these
organizations, social media sites importantly “facilitate citizen activism, expose official abuses, and
focus world attention on struggles for universal values such as freedom of association and the rule of
law.”77 These companies are subject to considerable potential liability to the extent legislation would
punish sites that (though not indirect infringers themselves) merely faciliate or enable another’s
infringement.
The bills’ language clearly would punish sites that merely facilitate or enable another’s
infringement. Section 2 of the PROTECT IP Act defines restricted speech on the basis of content in
this way:
Sec. 2 (7) the term ‘‘Internet site dedicated to infringing activities’’ means an Internet site
that—
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(A) has no significant use other than engaging in, enabling, or
facilitating the –
i.
reproduction, distribution, or public performance of
copyrighted works, in complete or substantially complete
form, in a manner that constitutes copyright infringement
under section 501 of title 17, United States Code [civil
copyright infringement]; … [or]
(B) is designed, operated, or marketed by its operator or persons
operating in concert with the operator, and facts or circumstances
suggest it is used, primarily as a means for engaging in, enabling,
or facilitating the activities described under clauses (i), (ii), or
(iii) of subparagraph (A)[.]78
In the House, SOPA defines proscribed content similarly, targeting speech that merely facilitates or
enables infringement, rather than consisting in actual direct or indirect infringement. Section 102 of
SOPA pertains to enforcement by the Attorney General.
Sec. 102(a) DEFINITION.—For purposes of this section, a foreign Internet site or portion
thereof is a ‘‘foreign infringing site’’ if—
1) the Internet site or portion thereof is a U.S.-directed site and is
used by users in the United States; [and]
2) the owner or operator of such Internet site is committing or
facilitating the commission of criminal [copyright] violations
punishable under section … 2319, 2319A, 2319B … of title 18,
United States Code[.]79
As a result of this language, both bills punish non-infringing speech that merely enables or facilitates
copyright infringement, rather than speech that consists in direct or indirect infringement.
2. Non-Infringing Sites With Limited Use Beyond Infringement
The bills also sweep up and punish speech that does not consist in indirect infringement but
is on sites that have limited or no significant purpose or use other than facilitating or enabling
infringement. The language concerning use or purpose includes sites whose purposes are noncommercial or educational. To give just one example of this language’s broad sweep, it would cut
off the site torproject.org from any funding or accessibility. This site, for the non-profit Tor Project,
has little to no significant purpose beyond promoting the use of Tor. Tor is a technology to preserve
anonymity online, particularly in repressive countries where governments censor and punish online
speakers. Indeed, “[t]he Tor software was originally created by the US government and because of
its role in protecting democracy activists still receives most of its funding from the State
Department.”80 Nonetheless, even though the “Tor Project has been praised for offering people
78
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living in repressive regimes [including Iran and Egypt] an opportunity to communicate freely with
others without fear of punishment. … ‘Studies suggest that most of the bandwidth is taken by pirated
content.’”81 As most of Tor’s bandwidth may be used for pirated content, even though Tor is noncommercial and promotes freedom of speech in repressive regimes, these bills may shut off and
financially cripple the Tor Project’s website because its purposes and uses beyond the considerable
piracy are “limited” and not “significant” relative to its facilitation of infringement. Suppressing
Tor’s site would burden protected speech generally, and anonymous speech specifically, which
receives constitutional protection.82
Beyond Tor, this language likely could implicate social media sites relying on usergenerated content, such as YouTube. No doubt, intellectual property holders will argue that such
sites have only a limited use beyond facilitating infringement.83
The bills’ language indeed burdens sites without “significant” uses beyond facilitating
infringement. As quoted above, PROTECT IP targets speech that “has no significant use other than
engaging in, enabling, or facilitating” copyright infringement.84 Section 103 of SOPA, which
authorizes private parties to send notification letters to advertisers and financial providers,85 and
apparently to bring in personam actions against them for failing to comply with the notices,86
similarly defines the restricted speech on the basis of content that has no relation to judicial tests for
direct or indirect infringement including those with a “limited purpose” other than facilitating
infringement.
Sec. 103(a)(1) DEDICATED TO THEFT OF U.S. PROPERTY.—An
‘‘Internet site is dedicated to theft of U.S. property’’ if—
(A) it is an Internet site, or a portion thereof, that is a U.S.-directed
site and is used by users within the United States; and
(i) the U.S.-directed site is primarily designed or operated for the
purpose of, has only limited purpose or use other than, or is
marketed by its operator or another acting in concert with that
operator for use in, offering goods or services in a manner that
engages in, enables, or facilitates (I)
a violation of section 501 of title 17, United States
Code[.]
As a result of this language, the bills would punish speech whose purposes are purely noncommercial
and much speech that courts have never considered to be indirect infringement. Again, vicarious
81
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liability would require profit from the infringement (rather than non-commercial use) and the ability
to stop another’s infringement; contributory liability would require both knowledge and a material
contribution to the infringement of another. The bills’ “limited-purpose” language goes far beyond
these requirements, burdening considerable non-infringing speech.
3. Non-Infringing Sites Avoiding Confirming A High Probability of
Infringement
SOPA also targets another category of constitutionally protected speech far beyond infringing
speech. SOPA punishes sites that “avoid confirming” a high probability of infringing use on a site.
This sweeps up every social media site, or other site where users can contribute information, as there
is a high probability that some of the use infringes copyright. This includes instant-messaging (as
noted by Judge Richard Posner, in explaining why imposing such liability would be unacceptable87),
email, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, as well as Blogger, Wordpress, and Tumblr (popular blogging
sites for individuals), and new innovative companies that have yet to change how millions of us
communicate.
Further, by definition, this category would block donations to the torproject.org from the
United States. There is a high probability that the Tor Project, while funded by the State Department
and used to promote free speech abroad, has had (and does have) infringing uses.88 Since the primary
goal of the Tor Project is to avoid confirming the identify and speech of Tor’s users, lest the Iranian
and Syrian governments obtain such capabilities, Tor quite clearly takes actions to avoid confirming
highly probable copyright infringement (and, in other countries, probable “blasphemy” and “illegal
dissent”). As a result, in addition to burdening social media sites, these bills would serve to suppress a
technology that dictators around the world would love to suppress—and which our own State
Department has financed and promoted.
The language of Section 103 (a)(1)(B)(ii) undermines all of this protected speech by
punishing speech where:
[T]he operator of the U.S.-directed site –
(I)
is taking, or has taken, deliberate actions to avoid
confirming a high probability of the use of the U.S.directed site to carry out acts that constitute a violation
of section 501 …;
As a result of this language, SOPA targets content far beyond direct or indirect infringement,
burdening and potentially undermining many of the most popular speech platforms on the Internet.
B. The Bills Restrict the Speech of Advertisers, Search Engines, and DNS Providers
Beyond targeting the non-infringing speech of many websites, the bills would impose a
burden on the speech of advertisers, search engines, and DNS providers. The bills regulate the speech
of these companies that neither directly nor indirectly infringes copyright.
87
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Advertising is protected speech, subject to the Central Hudson intermediate scrutiny test.89
Subject to some process, PROTECT IP and SOPA would forbid advertising even for political
candidates, churches, and charities if placed on a site with some infringement, or on a site engaged in
protected, non-copyright-infringing speech that merely facilitates, enables, has a limited purpose
other than, or avoids confirming some infringement on the site somewhere.90 Both bills provide that
Internet advertising services shall take “technically feasible and reasonable measures” to “prevent its
service from providing advertisements to the Internet site associated with such domain name,” and to
“cease making available advertisements for that site, or paid or sponsored search results, links or
other placements that provide access to the domain name.”91 The truthful advertising is enjoined not
based on the traditional four-part test for injunctions, which would require providing that such speech
itself results in irreparable harm, but is based on documents created in separate forums (or nonjudicial notification) based on separate inquiries.
Search results generally receive First Amendment protection as opinion.92 Yet PROTECT IP
and SOPA would forbid search engines from engaging in truthful, non-infringing speech. When a
user searches for a topic on a search engine, the engine provides its opinion on which links best
answer the search query. That opinion, for some search engines, is driven partly by how other sites
link to one another. When the force of government forbids a search engine from serving some results,
as China does,93 this action does not target copyright-infringement but the truthful speech of search
engines. Under PROTECT IP and SOPA, search engines are enjoined from speech not based on the
traditional four-part judicial test for an injunction—which would require that the search engine’s
speech specifically results in irreparable harm. Instead, the speech of search providers can be
enjoined with documents based on separate inquiries.
DNS provision receives some, but perhaps more limited, First Amendment protection.
SOPA and PROTECT IP require DNS blocking even for non-infringing sites, including those merely
“facilitating” infringement. Section 3 of PROTECT IP requires “nonauthoritative domain name
system servers” to block domain name resolution for sites that are subject to court orders under the
act.94 Similarly, Section 102 of SOPA requires “service providers” to take measures to ensure that the
domain name does not resolve to a targeted site’s IP address.95 Language in the bills ban attempts to
circumvent this technical blocking, which likely includes the mere act of publishing a truthful, noninfringing table matching domain names with IP numbers.96
C. Remedies Result in Predictable Overblocking
Both PROTECT IP and SOPA would predictably result in suppression of protected speech.
First, injunctions against domain names often block far more protected speech than
unprotected speech. The history of DNS filtering regarding child pornography demonstrates this
problem. While federal and state governments can suppress child pornography because of the terrible
harm it inflicts on children,97 Pennsylvania’s state law requiring DNS filtering and IP filtering of
89
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child pornography sites resulted in blocking 1,190,000 innocent websites but only less than 400 child
pornography websites.98 That is, according to district court findings, 99.9% of the blocked sites were
innocent. Stated another way, the law blocked almost 3,000 innocent sites for every one unprotected
site. The court that struck down that law concluded: “all the currently available technical methods of
disabling access to a web site accessible through an ISP’s service [including DNS filtering] result in
significant overblocking.”99 A second, similar example, concerns the controversial domain-name
seizures by Department of Homeland Security’s Immigration and Customs Enforcement agency and
the Department of Justice, which are the subject of ongoing litigation.100 These agencies seized
Mooo.com, which resulted in making 84,000 subdomains inaccessible, even though the vast majority
of the subdomains were completely unrelated to child pornography.101 By analogy, if some illegal
content led the government to “seize” the blogspot.com or tumblr.com domains, the action would
block millions of subdomains, including the galvanizing site for the Occupy Movement
(wearethe99percent.tumblr.com/) and the well-known site of a free speech theorist and other law
professors (balkin.blogspot.com).
Second, as Professor Tribe has noted, the broad immunity provisions in the bills encourage
advertisers, financial processors, and search engines to burden considerable protected speech because
of a legal asymmetry between overcompliance and undercompliance. These providers would have
immunity from suit and liability for mere “reasonable” attempts to block non-infringing content that
“facilitates” infringement or otherwise meets the bills’ definitions102; yet, they open themselves to
enforcement suits from the Attorney General and copyright holders unless they can demonstrate that
they do not have the “technical means” to implement particular measures due to “unreasonable
economic burden.”103 Moreover, because the technical tools available to advertisers, financial
processors, and search engines are not 100% precise, these companies must choose between
undercompliance or overcompliance. Legal rules generally lead to overcompliance.104 But the stark
asymmetry between immunity from suit (for overcompliance) and bearing the burden of proof to
establish a partial defense and thereby avoid liability (for undercompliance) will even more clearly
push companies towards overcompliance. Here, predictable overcompliance means burdening speech
far beyond unprotected speech—speech that not only does not directly or indirectly infringe
copyrights, but that also does not even “facilitate” such infringement. That is, under the bills,
providers would “reasonably choose an alternative that has the effect of burdening protected
speech.”105 Finally, targeting providers rather than infringers will itself lead to overcompliance. As
courts have recognized, a service provider “has little incentive to challenge the suppression of a web
site with which it has no business relationship.”106 By contrast, the site itself has more incentive to
defend its business and speech practices.
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III.

Standard First Amendment Doctrine Applies and Would Invalidate the Core Provisions
of PROTECT IP and SOPA

Having set out the applicable First Amendment doctrine and relevant provisions of
PROTECT IP and SOPA, we can apply that doctrine to the provisions. Standard First Amendment
principles apply to speech that does not infringe copyright, and PROTECT IP and SOPA burden
considerable speech that does not infringe copyright. Therefore, under several doctrines, standard
First Amendment scrutiny would apply. Further, under these doctrines, both bills would be judged
unconstitutional.
A. Overbreadth
Under the overbreadth doctrine, both bills would be unconstitutional. The test for overbreadth
requires construing what the statute says and then determining if a substantial number of the statute’s
applications burden protected speech and are unconstitutional. While Congress, of course, has some
leeway in defining infringement, the courts have traditionally defined infringement with solicitude
for free speech principles, and defining new categories of suppressible speech that is merely related
to infringement goes far beyond what courts have traditionally defined. As discussed above, these
bills burden sites engaged in protected speech, that involve no direct or indirect infringement, and
that merely facilitate infringement, have limited purposes other than infringement, and avoid
confirming highly likely infringement. The legislation also burdens the non-infringing speech on
those sites, as well as the non-infringing speech of search engines, DNS providers, and advertisers. It
even encourages overcompliance with all of these mandates, and therefore overblocking of even
more protected speech. As a result, in targeting speech that Congress can burden with copyright
laws, these bills go beyond and include numerous unconstitutional applications such as burdening
users of Facebook, Google, YouTube, Tumblr, Twitter, all web-based email providers, any linking to
sites with infringement on them (according to the DOJ107), as well as anti-censorship tools including
State Department-backed Tor. These burdens would affect millions of people engaged in protected
speech of all kinds. They consist in a substantial number of applications that would be
unconstitutional, rendering the bills clearly substantially overbroad and therefore unconstitutional as
applied to anyone—even truly bad actors.
B. Vagueness
These bills are unconstitutionally vague. They enable “wholly subjective judgments without
statutory definitions, narrowing context, or settled legal meanings.”108 For example, the terms
“facilitating” or “enabling” copyright infringement are highly vague, welcome a wide range of
degrees of facilitation or enablement, and have no settled meaning in precedent. In their vagueness,
they appear to sweep up every social media site for sharing text, video, or data, as well as email,
instant-messaging, and Tor and other speech tools. Even in criminal matters, the DOJ claims that
“facilitate” covers any linking to a site with infringing content, which is not clear from the use of that
word alone.109
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Other definitions of proscribed sites include those with a limited purpose or no significant
use, other than, as well as “avoiding confirming a high probability” of, infringement. All are highly
vague. They appear to sweep up Tor and every social media site; it is not clear if a company is liable
merely for not confirming a “high probability” of some infringement or of one specific infringement.
Proponents for PROTECT IP and SOPA will argue that these bills cannot be vague because
they borrow from some non-vague language from existing precedent and legislation. But echoing
some existing non-vague language, incompletely, is not enough. The Supreme Court has held that
borrowing language from decisions incompletely and out of context does not cure vagueness but in
fact may contribute to it: “Just because a definition including three limitations [as in Miller v.
California regarding obscenity] is not vague, it does not follow that one of those limitations, standing
by itself [as in Reno v. ACLU], is not vague.”110
First, the definition in SOPA covering non-monitoring sites has no precedent as a category of
proscribable speech and does not clearly pertain to avoiding confirmation of specific or general
infringement. In a recent patent law decision, Global Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A,111 the Court
defined a “willfully blind defendant” in a patent case as “one who takes deliberate actions to avoid
confirming a high probability of wrongdoing and who can almost be said to have actually known the
critical facts.”112
Nonetheless, the language in SOPA is still highly vague. As a threshold matter, Global
Tech’s language involved chicken fryers, not platforms empowering individuals’ speech, and
“heightened vagueness standard applicable to restrictions upon speech entitled to First Amendment
protection.”113 Speech, unlike fryers, receives constitutional protection partly to thwart
discriminatory enforcement from vague statutes. So, even if the language were just as vague in
Global Tech as it is in SOPA, SOPA’s vagueness would have to meet a higher constitutional
standard.
But the context of SOPA’s language renders it far more vague for two reasons: the language
is unclear between general and specific knowledge, and the language removes key limiting elements.
While Global Tech pertained to specific knowledge of a particular infringement, the language in
SOPA appears to pertain to general knowledge of at least some potential infringement on an online
platform for thousands or millions of speakers. In context of Internet infringement (rather than
patents of a specific manufacture), the Seventh Circuit's Judge Richard Posner has explained why
general knowledge of infringement should not control liability. Discussing AOL's instant messaging
service, he wrote: “there is no doubt that some of the [shared] attachments that AOL’s multitudinous
subscribers transfer are copyrighted,” and that some of these transfers are unauthorized.114 He
concluded, however, that AOL should not be required to monitor all the chats and file transfers on its
network because it would be too burdensome.115 He also concluded it would conflict with the
Supreme Court’s copyright liability test in Sony, which is far more relevant than the Global Tech
standard would be, because it pertains to copyright infringement and technology enabling users’
direct infringement.116 If Congress wants to disagree with Judge Posner and reverse Sony (as well as
reversing the non-monitoring mandate of the DMCA117), the bills do so in a highly vague way,
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providing no clear guidance to speakers who would be subject to punishment under the bills. As a
result, SOPA is vague in its expansion from requiring specific knowledge to general knowledge, and
is also vague in regards to what would constitute general knowledge.
In addition, SOPA’s use of the language is more vague because it eliminates a key prong of
contributory infringement that would provide guidance on when speakers can face punishment. In
Global Tech, the non-confirming language is merely a proxy for knowledge. That knowledge was
only one element of the test for willful patent infringement. The plaintiff had to prove the other
elements of this direct infringement. SOPA uses this knowledge-proxy not for willful direct
infringement, but to alter the test for secondary liability. Secondary liability requires more
definiteness. For example, for contributory copyright, a secondary infringer must have knowledge
and must also materially contribute to the infringement of another. As the Supreme Court has stated
as recently as Grokster, “mere knowledge of … actual infringing uses would not be enough” to
subject a third-party to liability.118 By eliminating the necessity for a material contribution, and
hinging liability purely on a highly vague knowledge-proxy, the SOPA test is even far more vague
than the current contributory-infringement test or the Global Tech test.119
Second, despite borrowing some language from statutory tests in the DMCA covering anticircumvention technologies, PROTECT IP and SOPA are more vague (and more overbroad) in
several ways. The DMCA proscribes technologies that have “only limited commercially significant
purpose or use other than to circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls access to a
work protected under this title.”120 Meanwhile, PROTECT IP targets speech that “has no significant
use other than engaging in, enabling, or facilitating” copyright infringement.121 SOPA’s language is
similar.122 That is, PROTECT IP and SOPA match the limited purpose to the vague terms of merely
“enabling” or “facilitating” infringement, making the entire definition inherently vague.123 Moreover,
PROTECT IP and SOPA remove the requirement that a site’s purpose must be “commercially
significant,” covering even non-commercial sites without defining them, and doing so even though
non-commercial speech receives far greater First Amendment protection than commercial speech.124
As a result, under SOPA, for example, a non-commercial site like the Christian Coalition could be
subject to harassing notices from motivated intellectual property holders in Hollywood aiming to cut
off the Coalition’s online donations and online advertisers, merely because the Coalition's site links
to infringing material on YouTube or another social media site. Under either bill, the Attorney
General may do the same. Indeed, the online publication Ars Technica has pointed out that many
Members of Congress display clips from local television stations on their websites. A copyrightholder who has not authorized such display could notify advertisers and payment processors that
such sites, or portions of them, are dedicated to theft, and this notification would not only deprive
Americans of news clips featuring their Congressmen, but would likely lead to histrionic news
coverage of “theft allegations” in many electoral campaigns.
As a result of these factors, the bills are highly vague, providing little guidance to speakers.
As drafted, they would be void for vagueness.
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C. Eldred v. Ashcroft
Under Eldred, standard First Amendment scrutiny applies if Congress has “altered the
traditional contours of copyright protection.”125 PROTECT IP and SOPA would alter the traditional
contours of copyright protection in several ways.
First, the bills alter the contours of infringement itself, beyond the traditional contours of
indirect, or secondary, infringement. They do so by targeting non-infringing speech that merely
“enables” or “facilitates” (or has a limited purpose of facilitating) or “avoids confirming”
infringement. These definitions go far beyond the traditional standards for direct infringement and
the two forms of secondary infringement—vicarious or contributory. While linking to infringing
material may result in contributory infringement when there is knowledge of specific infringing
material and a material contribution to the infringement,126 the DOJ suggests that “facilitating”
infringement covers mere linking.127 It is unclear what else it means, but it appears to lack the factors
in indirect infringement tests. Therefore, the bills would go far beyond the traditional contours of
indirect infringement. Moreover, the bills would alter the traditional contours of indirect liability by
reversing the landmark case Sony Corp. of America v. Universal Cities Studios, Inc.128 Three
decades ago, the Supreme Court ruled that VCR-makers were not liable for indirect infringement
based on home use because VCRs have “substantial non-infringing-uses.” In Sony, “only around 9%
[of the use] was of the sort the Court referred to as authorized,” and those non-infringing uses were
“substantial” enough to avoid liability.129 While studios have argued that Sony should not apply to a
website’s service,130 Judge Posner in Aimster explicitly rejected the studios' argument.131 So, under
Sony’s test, assuming no active inducement,132 websites are not liable for others' direct infringement
if the site has substantial non-infringing uses. Here, the pending bills’ requirements would contravene
Sony, punishing a website owner merely for facilitating or failing to monitor and confirm the high
probability of some infringement, even if there are substantial non-infringing uses far beyond 9% of
use.
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Second, modifying indirect liability effectively alters the historical common carrier
exemptions that mediate any conflict with the First Amendment by assuming passive carriers should
not be subject to indirect liability. Historically, postal, telegraph, and telephone carriers clearly
“facilitated” or “enabled” copyright infringement, as individuals could use such networks to spread
copyrighted materials. Further, historically, these networks avoided confirming the high probability
that there was some copyright infringement on these networks. That is, under the pending bills, all
these networks might be considered “dedicated to theft” or “dedicated to infringing activities.”
But, partly to ensure the viability of platforms for free speech, carriers have been absolved of
liability for individuals’ speech throughout our history. Tellingly, there are few, if any, cases
involving indirect copyright liability for such carriers133; libel decisions, however, serve as an
example, and carriers generally have been exempt from such liability.134 Further, Congress enshrined
the assumed copyright exemptions for common carriers in the 1976 Copyright Act.135 Two decades
later and faced with the Internet, Congress enacted the DMCA and extended copyright exemptions
through liability safe-harbors for transmission and routing, system caching, storing information at the
direction of users, and providing location tools.136 Nothing in the Court’s jurisprudence suggests that
Congress could force the postal service or phone companies to confirm the high probability of some
copyright infringement happening through the mails.137 Nothing suggests it could empower the
Attorney General to punish those networks merely for “facilitating” or “enabling” basic copyright
violations. While Congress can shape some details of copyright liability,138 these exemptions reflect
the long understood copyright contours that indirect liability should only apply to those with
knowledge, material contributions such as active inducement, clear control of the infringers, rather
than those who merely transmit the speech of others. Today, email, instant-messaging, Tumblr,
Blogger, YouTube, and Facebook are platforms for others’ speech no less than common carriers or
the postal service.
Third, PROTECT IP and SOPA could be said to provide enforcement mechanisms that alter
the traditional contours of copyright. Specifically, copyright holders usually have had to meet the
traditional four-part test for a permanent in junction and the different, but also four-part, traditional
test for a preliminary injunction,139 and would seek injunctions against the infringers, not the
advertisers or financial intermediaries with less at stake in the speech.140 For many years, some lower
courts improperly weighed some of the factors (by assuming “irreparable harm” and thereby overly
133
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weighing “likelihood of success”). While the Supreme Court had clarified how to apply the four-part
test for injunctions, ensuring a higher showing to obtain an injunction than some courts had required,
SOPA reverses this unbroken practice in the opposite direction.141 Under SOPA, copyright holders
can merely send notifications to intermediaries, and without going to court, effectively gain indefinite
injunctions if there is no counter-notification in five days. Under PROTECT IP, the Attorney General
can take an ex parte order against a domain name and enjoin advertisers, search engines, and DNS
providers, without a judicial determination that the speech of such advertisers, search engines, or
DNS providers meets constitutional standards. Of course, as noted above, intermediaries are more
likely not to challenge orders and more likely to overcomply than a website owner or operator.
As a result of modifying these four contours of traditional copyright liability (indirect
liability, common carriage, and remedies), standard scrutiny should apply rather than copyrightspecific scrutiny. Such scrutiny may be strict or intermediate.142 As discussed in below, these bills
would fail under either level of scrutiny.
D. United States v. Stevens, Brown v. EMA, Reno v. ACLU
PROTECT IP and SOPA would be subject to standard scrutiny also for going so far beyond
targeting traditional copyright infringement that they would create novel categories of allegedly
proscribable speech. Congress cannot create a novel category of proscribable speech, under the line
of Supreme Court decisions discussed above, including United States v. Stevens,143 involving videos
of cruelty to animals, Brown v. Entertainment Merchants Association,144 involving violent video
games, and Reno v. ACLU,145 involving online indecency. Congress cannot simply piggy-back on a
traditionally proscribed category of speech to extend punishments far beyond that traditional
category by creating a new category, even if it defines that novel category in relation to the existing
category146
Here, as with the laws struck down in Stevens, EMA, Reno v. ACLU, PROTECT IP and
SOPA would apply to, and punish, novel categories of speech beyond copyright. These novel
categories do not consist of copyright infringement. Copyright is rooted in the constitutional
provision granting Congress the power to promote the progress of the arts and sciences by securing
for limited times to authors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries.147
Congress has exercised that constitutional authority by granting to authors the exclusive right to
reproduce and perform their original works.148 The restrictions in these bills extend to and punish a
wide range of speech that is currently legal and that does not consist in exclusive rights to authors’
writings, including speech facilitating or enabling infringement, non-infringing speech on sites that
have not avoided confirming the high likelihood of censorship, search results about such speech, and
advertising on certain sites.
In short, while Congress can change and refine the copyright statutes without much
constitutional scrutiny, and has done so historically,149 Congress cannot target and regulate a novel
141
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category of speech, far beyond copyright-infringing speech, just as Congress could not suppress
speech merely somehow related to, but not consisting in, libel or obscenity.
Once standard scrutiny applies, under Eldred or Stevens, that scrutiny would be either strict or
intermediate.150 Again, strict scrutiny applies to content-based laws.151 Laws are content-based when
they target and suppress speech based on its content,152 and are content-neutral when they burden
speech without regard to content.153 While the Supreme Court has noted that “[d]eciding whether a
particular regulation is content-based or content-neutral is not always a simple task,”154 the bills do
define categories of content for suppression (e.g., those that facilitate, but are not, infringement).
Moreover, one must look at the content of the site’s speech to determine if the bills would apply,
suggesting the bills would burden speech on the basis of content. But this question is somewhat
academic, as the bills would fail strict or intermediate scrutiny.155
These bills would clearly fail strict scrutiny. To pass strict scrutiny, the government must
show evidence of both a compelling non-speech-restrictive interest and narrow tailoring to that
interest. Even if it could demonstrate a compelling interest, the government would be unable to
demonstrate narrow tailoring to that interest. If the interest is subjecting popular, legitimate social
media sites like YouTube and Twitter to punishment, that interest is likely neither compelling nor
important; the same would be true for a speech-restrictive interest undermining platforms for usergenerated, participatory speech.
If the interest is, rather, the publicly stated interest of targeting the most egregious foreign
sites trafficking in copyrighted materials, the definitions in PROTECT IP and SOPA are not nearly
narrowly tailored to that interest. Narrow tailoring requires a law to burden no more protected speech
than necessary to advance the governmental interest and to be the least restrictive means of achieving
its compelling interest. Instead, the bills’ definitions burden a range of foreign and domestic sites,
whether or not their site owners follow the DMCA’s notice-and-takedown provisions, and whether or
not the sites’ owners or operators have any secondary copyright liability. They also restrict all the
speech on a site rather than restricting merely the infringing speech. They encourage overcompliance
and rely on DNS blocking, which has a track record of blocking innocent sites far more often than
targeted sites. Moreover, according to technical experts, the technical means employed may
undermine the universality of the Internet, undermine the Internet’s security,156 and thereby burden
far more speech than necessary to advance the government’s interest. There are far less restrictive
means, including relying on regular judicial process targeted to actual direct and indirect
infringement, and perhaps reliance on payment processors rather than DNS filtering. Because the
bills are so poorly tailored and adopt several highly restrictive means, these bills are not narrowly
tailored to withstand constitutional scrutiny.
Moreover, even if these bills were content-neutral, their provisions would fail the relevant
intermediate scrutiny test. Intermediate scrutiny requires an important (rather than compelling)
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interest; it also requires narrow tailoring, though the looser tailoring requires merely no obvious less
restrictive alternatives.157 Even under the intermediate test, assuming the importance of the interest to
target egregious foreign infringing sites, the bills are so poorly tailored to any important interest that
they could not stand. The bills target considerable non-infringing speech and manage to target
participatory, popular, legitimate, influential, and pro-democratic speech platforms and speech tools,
as well as non-infringing search results and truthful advertising. The less restrictive alternatives are
abundantly obvious, and include relying on existing law, diplomacy, and merely on payment
processors.
To the extent advertisers are burdened, these burdens must meet the intermediate scrutiny of
Central Hudson. Therefore, the government would have to show a substantial interest (which is
likely met for targeting egregious sites) and narrow tailoring to that interest (not met for reasons
discussed above). The government would also need to show evidence that the bills’ provisions
advance the government’s interest, which may not be met. Not only is DNS blocking often
ineffective,158 denying American-based advertising may not stop a foreign site’s piracy, as they
would have access to international advertisers and other financial resources.
E. Prior Restraints
Over 90 law professors, including Professor Tribe, have put forth reasons why the bills will
result in prior restraints.159
I add merely that, the standard First Amendment presumption against prior restraints, rather
than the tolerance for prior restraints found for many copyright suits, would apply to injunctions
under the pending bills. Injunctions for copyright are most appropriate for obvious “piracy,” not for
highly transformative uses or even, I would presume, for mere “facilitation” of infringement that
does not even consist in indirect infringement.160 Further, the standard presumption against prior
restraints certainly applies to non-infringing speech by websites and search engines. Once the
standard presumption against prior restraints applies, the bills clearly fail. The DNS filtering, search
filtering, and financial shutdowns are clearly unconstitutional under the logic of Near v. Minnesota161
and Vance v. Universal Amusement Co.162, which struck down injunctions silencing the future speech
of a newspaper and a movie theater, respectively, based on material published in the past.163
IV.

Recommendations

These bills, as written, are unconstitutional. They must meet standard First Amendment
scrutiny because of overbreadth, vagueness, Eldred v. Ashcroft, United States v. Stevens, and prior
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restraints imposed on content beyond hardcore piracy. Congress cannot burden so much speech so far
beyond copyright infringement without meeting the standard tests applied under the First
Amendment. The bills would clearly fail such tests because of their overbroad and vague definitions,
their highly speech-restrictive mechanisms ensuring both overcompliance and harm to the workings
of the global DNS system. They also unconstitutionally enjoin non-infringing speech of websites,
search engines, or advertisers.
Congress can, and should, remedy these constitutional infirmities.
Congress should:
• regulate speech that actually infringes copyright, directly or indirectly, under
traditional judicial standards rather than burdening substantial speech beyond
copyright infringement;
• impose only narrowly tailored burdens on advertisers, such as limiting the advertiserregulation to sites engaged in indirect infringement, providing sufficient due process
for those sites and the advertisers, and removing incentives for overcompliance;
• impose obligations on payment processing that are focused on copyright-infringing
speech and include procedural and substantive safeguards for protected, noninfringing speech;
• avoid silencing speech without the due process of an adversary hearing;
• avoid regulating search results, as search regulation will require meeting
intermediate, or even strict, scrutiny under traditional First Amendment standards and
avoid regulating DNS, as any DNS-regulation is likely to be overbroad on its face or
not narrowly tailored to an important or compelling interest.
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